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All PI-algebras R satisfy identities of the form: f*[x, y] = 
~%x,wY1%,2,Y, ‘-‘Yn-IXd”, (Theorem A.) The existence of these identities 
imply also that cocharacters x,(R) lie in a hook-shaped strip of width depending on 
the degree of the minimal identity of R (Theorem C). This extends a charac- 
terization of rings satisfying a Capelli identity (Theorem B). 
1. THE SYMMETRIC GROUP S, 
Set Par(n) as the set of all partitions ,I = (I., , ,I,,...) of n, that is, n = C Ai, 
A,>&>***, to which we correspond also a Young diagram D, having li 
squares in the ith row. 
A partition ~1 E Par(m) is greater than L @ > ,I.) if pi > li for all i; i.e., D, 
is contained in D,. A Young diagram D, lies in a hook-shaped strip of 
width (k, I) if 1% (k + 1 ‘+ ‘). 
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Thus D, does not lies in this strip if it contains the k + 1 X I + 1 rectangle 
which corresponds to the partition (k + l’+‘) = (k + l,..., k + 1) (1+ 1 
times). 
Let S, be the symmetric group and FS, its group ring. If F is of charac- 
teristic zero, there is a one to one correspondence between Par(n), the Young 
diagrams D, , the two sided ideals In of FS, and the irreducible represen- 
tations pA of S,. Let ‘d, = dim p 1 ; then dim I;, = 8. A simple lower bound 
for dA is 
I 
” 
’ (1) 
where I, and ki are the number of squares in the ith column and thejth row, 
and the sum ranges over all rows and columns of the Young diagram. 
In particular for the rectangle (k’) all ki = k, li = 1 and we have 
For the proof see; e.g., [3, Lemma 6.2.211, where the hook-formula was 
used to compute dA. We add only to that proof the fact that if h, denote the 
hook numbers, then a simple computation shows that 
2. POLYNOMIALS AND S, ([I]) 
Let V, be the set of all homogeneous multilinear polynomials 
f = s %~,(I)%(*) -** X0(“), UES” 
in x,, x2 ,..., x,. The group S, acts on V,, by permuting the x’s, i.e., 
uf[x, 1 x2,..., X”l ‘fk(,,~ T7(2)940cn,l* (3) 
We also have FS, r V,, as left S,-modules by the map 
f= c a,u l-f* x1x* a** X” = c a,&,,, *‘* X0(“) (4) 
and when no confusion arises, we shall use the same notation for f and its 
image in V,,. Thus, we will also speak on left and two sided ideals of I’, , 
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meaning their images in FS,. This identification turns V, into a two sided 
S,-module by having in addition to (3) also 
The interpretation of this action on the polynomials is that the places in 
each monomial x,(~~x,(~) ..a x0(,) are changed according to the permutation 
P -’ and independent of u. Namely, the first element x,( ,) will be placed in 
the p-‘(l) place of the new monomial, the second term in the p-‘(2) 
monomial, etc. 
An ideal In in FS, will be identified with its image in I’,. A polynomial 
f [XI ,.-*, xn] which belongs to Z, will be referred to as a J.-polynomial. In the 
zero characteristic ase, ZA is generated by a central idempotent, which is a 
scalar multiple of E, = C xA(c)cr, where X~ is the corresponding character. 
Thus a typical example of a J,-polynomial is 
In fact every other I-polynomial is of the form fi, . (x1 ... x,,), for fE FS, . 
There is also a natural embedding of S, c S, for m > n, by letting S, act 
on the first n letter and leaving the other m -n letters invariant. The 
corresponding effect on the polynomials of I’, is multiplying fE V,, by 
X n+l *** X In, i.e.,f[x, ..a x,1x,+, .a. x, E V,. 
We easily obtain the following lemma: 
LEMMA 1. Let f=CCZ,X,,,j *“X,(,jE V,, po=Xj,Xi2 “‘Xik, PI= 
xj, * * * Xjh ,..., pn=xt *** XIs be n + 1 multilinear monomials in x,+ , , 
X n+ 2,..., x, of total degree m - n, and we let some pj = 1. There exists a 
permutation p E S, such that 
Proof. Indeed let p be a permutation of the xI)s such that 
P(.qX, *** x,> =PoxlPlx2 **- Pn- IxnPn 
and then for all u E S,, up(x, a+. xn) =P~x,(~)P~x,(z) -a* P,,-I~~(,,)P~~ which 
readily proves (7). 
For example, if f = C a,~,,~,) -0. XOtnj, then 
fP[X, v**, xm] =f*[X;y]=~a,x,(l)~,~,,2)~2 “‘Yn-lXocn), (8) 
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where yi = X, + i and p E S,,, is the permutation 
( 12 3.a.n n+l n+2*.*2n--1 p= 135 . ..2n-1 2 4 ) . ..2n-2 * 
We shall use in present context also the well known Branching Theorem of 
the representations of the symmetric group: 
“Let IA be a two sided ideal in FS,; then the two sided ideal in FS, for 
m > n, generated by L,, is 01,) where p E Par(m) ranges over all p > 2.” 
This means that the I-representation of S, when induced to S, will 
contain all p > 1 representations of S,. Hence, by Frobenius’ theorem, the ,u- 
representation of S, will contain the L-representation when reduced to S,. 
Consequently, the following holds: 
LEMMA 2. If ,u > A then also d, 2 d,, where d,, d, are the 
cofresponding dimensions of the representations. 
3. IDENTITIES Am S, 
Let R be a PI-algebra over a field F and let I(R) be the set of all identities 
of R. Put Q,,(R) = Z(R) n V, to denote the set of all multilinear 
homogeneous identities of degree m. Then Q,,(R) is a left S,-module and 
V,,/Q,(R) is a representation of S,. Its dimension c,(R) and its character 
x,(R) are called the codimension and cocharacter of R. 
We recall some of their properties: 
Let R be a PI-algebra of degree d; then 
(9) c,(R) < Cd- U2’ [ 1, Theorem 1.11. 
(10) A E Par(n), and d, > (d - 1)2”; then the ideal In c Q,(R) (e.g., 
[31)* 
A Capelli identity d,[x; y] = C sgn(o)x,,,, ylxUtz) y2 ...~,,-ix~~,,,, is in 
our notation of (6) and (8), 
d,[x, Y] = E&n, [x; Y], 
where E om) = S,[x] = C sgn @)x,(r) . . . x,(,) is known as the standard 
identity. 
It was shown in [2] that if R satisfies a Capelli identity then R satisfies all 
A-identities with height A > m. That is, for all A > (I”), IA E I(R). This 
property actually characterises the rings satisfying Capelli identities. 
One of the major consequences of Theorem A will be the following 
generalization of this result: 
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THEOREM B. A ring (with a unit) satisfies the identity E,*[x; y] = 0 of 
(6) if and only if R satisfies all p-identities for all p > 1 (of any degree). 
Every PI-ring does satisfy such identities as we shall show, and which we 
state in a somewhat different form: 
THEOREM C. If R satisfies an identity of degree d, then R satisfies all A- 
identities whose Young diagram contains a k x 1 rectangle, provided that 
kl 
k+l’ 
e(d - 1)” 
2 ’ 
i.e., for any 1 > (e/2)(d - 1)4 = a and k > al/(l-a); or in particular k = 
1> e(d- 1)4. 
An immediate consequence of this theorem is 
COROLLARY. The cocharacter of R x,(R) = C m,x,, where A ranges 
over Young diagrams lying in a hook-shaped strip of width (k - 1, I- 1 ), 
where (k, 1) satisfies Theorem C. 
Indeed, by Theorem C, Q,(R) 3 I1 for 12 (k’); hence the decomposition 
of V,,/Q,(R) will contain only X~ with 1% (k’) (that means only I’s which lie 
in the required hook-shaped strip). 
4. THE MAIN THEOREM 
We state our main result as two parts of one theorem. 
THEOREM A (part 1). Let R be a PI-algebra which satisfies the identities 
of a two sided ideal Z E V,,, and all the identities of (FS,) Z(FS,) for 
2n > m > n. Then for every f [x, ,..., x”] = C ao(ljx,(2j ‘.a x,(,) of Z, the ring 
R will also satisfy the identity 
f*[X;Yl=x f-TJx,,l, YIX,(Z) Y2 *** Yn-lXcr(r?) =o 
and where some yi may be substituted by 1 (even I$ 1 6? R). Furthermore, if 
1 E R one requires that the condition of I will hold only for m = n, 2n - 1. 
Proof Indeed by (8), it follows that f * = fp. Hence f * E (FS,) I(FS,) 
and so it is an identity of R. 
A stronger converse in given in the following: 
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THEOREM A (part 2). Suppose that for every f E Z G Q,(R) of a two 
sided ideal Z, the ring R satisfies also f * [x, y] = 0 (with some possible 
yj = 1). Then for all m > n, the ring R will satisfy identities g = 0, g E (FS,) 
W~nl). 
Proof: Since Q,(R), the identities of degree m, form a left ideal, it 
suffices to prove the theorem for g = fp with f E Z and p E S, . 
Let f = C a,,(~ E I; then by (7), 
dx ,,..., Xn,Xn+l )..., x,]=fp.(x,...x,...x,) 
=C aoPOxu(il)PlXo(i2) “‘Pn-lXo(i n )Pnp 
where the pj are monomomials in x,+ , ,..., x,, or = 1 and i, = p(j,) are such 
thatj, cj, < ... cj, and l<ik<n. 
Let r E S, be defined by r(k) = p( j,). Then the polynomial g has now the 
form 
g[x 1 ,*-*, x ,..., xn] =Po[ti>*[x; PI9 Pzs-¶ Pn-IlIP,. 
Now, Z is a two sided ideal so fr E Z, and by assumption (Jr)* [x; y] = 0 is 
an identity of R. So by substituting yi =pi and multiplying by p. and p,, it 
follows that g = 0 is an identity of R. 
Remarks. (1) Note that Theorem A holds for rings of arbitrary 
characteristic. 
(2) If 1 E R, then it is sufficient o assume that (FS,) Z(FS,) C_ Q,(R) 
only for m=n and m=2n- 1, since 2n- l)m>2n was used to be able 
to substitute some y, = 1 as the pi may be equal to 1. Such a substitution is 
always possible if 1 E R. 
We can now prove Theorem B. 
Proof of Theorem B. Let Z = In, 1 E Par(n). It follows by part 2 of 
Theorem A that if E,[x] of (6) belongs to Q,(R) and also E,*[x; y] = 0 is an 
identity of R, then for every m > n, (FS,) E,(FS,) C_ Q,,,(R). By the 
Branching Theorem quoted above it follows that (FS,) E,(FS,) = @I, for 
all p > 2, which prove one half of Theorem B. 
The converse will follow from the fact that if Z, G Q,,,(R) for all p > I, 
then C I, E Q,(R) and again the Branching Theorem yield that (FS,) 
Z,(FS,) c_ Q,(R), for all n < m < 2n. Hence, the first part of Theorem A 
shows that R satisfies also Ef [x; y] = 0. 
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Proof of Theorem C. Let k, 1 satisfy the condition of Theorem C. Then it 
follows by (2) that for n = kl 
’ 
> (d - 1)4n > (d - l)*“. 
Hence, by (10) the ideal ZtkrJ c Q,(R). Moreover, if 1 E Par(m) 
12 < m < 2n - 1, and L > (k’), then by Lemma 2 
dA > d,,,, > (d - 1)4n > (d - l)*‘Y 
It follows, therefore, by (10) that ZA G Q,(R), and hence (FS,) 
Z~k~~(FSm) = @I, E Q,(R). Thus part 1 of Theorem A yields that for all 
m > n and ,U E Par(m), p > (k’), the ideal Z,, G Q,(R), which completes the 
proof of Theorem C. 
Finally we note 
THEOREM D. Let R satisfy Theorem C, i.e., R satisj?es all I-identities 
containing the rectangle k x 1, and let N be its nil radical; then R/N satisfies 
all identities of ht > 1. 
In other words, the theorem means that if all cocharacters of R lie in a 
hook of width (k, I) then all the cocharacters of R/N lie in a strip of width 1. 
ProoJ: The assumption on R implies that it will satisfy the identity 
S,[X]~ = 0 and by Theorem A it satisfies d,[x, y] = 0. R/N has no nil ideals 
and so it will satisfy the identity d,[d; y] = 0, but then it will satisfy also all 
identities of ht > 1. 
It can happen that the cocharacters of R/N will lie in a narrower strip, as 
it happens with the exterior algebra. 
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